The College Voice faces the potential of shutting down next year. Editorial Board<br><br>THE COLLEGE VOICE faces the potential of shutting down next year. The editorial board is responsible for making crucial decisions that affect the future of the newspaper. With the current financial situation, the board is taking steps to secure the newspaper's future. The decision to shut down must be approached with care and careful consideration of all options available. The staff and the college community are encouraged to support the newspaper and work towards finding a sustainable solution. The board will continue to work diligently to ensure the newspaper's survival.
SAC Needs Students To Keep Conn Fun

"Last week, elections for junior I-Board rep and SAC reps took place on Campusnet to fill positions left vacant by students studying abroad this spring. There was a close contest between the two junior running for I-Board, but unfortunately, no one ran for the SAC position.

With an executive board and a representative from every dorm, why is it such a big deal if two positions aren’t filled? Doesn’t SAC have enough personnel?

SAC’s efforts are based on committees and specialized groups, each one focused on specific events on which students rely throughout the year. There is a giant group that works on Floralia. Reps serve over Winter Formal preparations.

The members of SAC from the junior class also have activities that they are responsible for planning. With no junior class representatives on the committee, either burnout for SAC members or fewer well-planned events.

A sophomore on SAC commented, “It’s a big deal for the junior class just because they are the ones who plan the events. It affects SAC in the sense that we don’t have those extra people for committees.” She continued, “It’s nice to have those extra bodies.”

SAC works hard and their efforts have placed Conn on the list of Princeton Review’s top 20 schools for entertainment on campus. Sometimes students take this for granted, but Conn did not make this list by chance. It’s due entirely to the hard work of our SAC reps and executive board.

One SAC exec, lamented, “It’s said that no one cares that much to run.”

---

POLICIES

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR

Letters to the Editor are due strictly by 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publication. The College Voice reserves the right to edit letters for clarity and length. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.

However, names may be withheld upon the author’s request. The College Voice will not publish letters deemed to be a personal attack on an individual. The College Voice cannot guarantee the publication of any submission.

Letters should be single-spaced, no longer than 300 words, and must include a phone number for verification. Please send all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to ccvoice@conncoll.edu.

---

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR

Satuarday, Feb. 18: High 33/ Low 13, partly cloudy Sunday: 27/20, partly cloudy Monday: 34/28, partly cloudy Tuesday: 34/24, partly cloudy Wednesday: 34/29, sunny Thursday: 40/30, mostly cloudy Friday: 40/27, showers
ON STATE STANDS UP TO JUDICIAL TERROR

The college campus has lately seen the presence of dozens of protest camps. Aside from their support for on-demand abortion itself, I can conceive of nothing else that could demonstrate so effectively the moral bankruptcy of this administration. America is supposed to be a country in which the people decide how to govern themselves, but the pro-abortion crowd won no part of that, at least in terms of the abortion issue. Judicial tyranny, such as that which has imposed Roe v. Wade. This is the law of our country, a true one for contin-
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Concert Review: Mest, Scary Kids Scaring Kids, and Allister
BY ARETI SAKELLARIS

Mest is known for its underground music utes. Though the concert was heavy, and the other five members exuded their dressing. Though Scary Kids are a fresh band, their new ones will carry on, and the other five members exuded great energy to complete his tour. Their most recent single, "My Darkest Hour," highlights the con- scene of Gilbert, AZ, where they practiced and played their instruments. T-Rex's voice was decent, but the show was still entertaining, and the other five members created it in this area over the past twenty years of their career. U2 should have enough musical risks. Maybe someone could stay on the road without it feeling... The Stones don't seem to be. With the new album "How to Dismantle an Atom" (though I bet you the Strangler's never heard it). The Lave Live has solid and damn catchy, and the highest house in music on 13 tracks of what everyone knows to be... The song talks about how the Hebrew language is an integral part of the world's history and how in future times (Redemption) it will come back to the forefront. We all know Bono's social activism as much as it demonstrates that...
Music Genome Project: Opening Pandora’s Box For The Musically Curious

BY RACHEL GAINES

Pandora, the music service that’s not a music service, is back in the news. Last year, it faced a lawsuit for violating copyright law, but now it’s making headlines again for a different reason. Pandora is a streaming service that allows users to create their own personalized music stations based on their preferences. It’s like having a radio station that plays only the music you love.

Pandora: A New Kind of Radio

Pandora uses a unique system called the Music Genome Project to determine the characteristics of a song. According to Tim Westergren, the founder of Pandora, the project helps to create a musical genome, which is a blueprint of a song’s characteristics.

How Pandora Works

When you create a station on Pandora, the program analyzes the music you select and identifies the key characteristics of the songs on that station. These characteristics are then used to create a playlist that matches your musical tastes.

Pandora’s Benefits

One of the main benefits of Pandora is its ability to discover new music. By listening to the music you like, Pandora can help you find songs and artists that you might not have heard before.

Pandora’s Drawbacks

However, some critics say that Pandora’s algorithm is not always accurate. They argue that it can sometimes play music that doesn’t match your tastes.

Conclusion

In conclusion, Pandora is a music service that offers a unique and personalized experience for music lovers. While it has its drawbacks, it also offers many benefits, such as discovering new music and creating a playlist that matches your preferences.

BY CLAIRE DOWD

The Grammy Awards always guarantee two things: boredom and surprises. Yet, despite the usual monotony, there were some interesting moments at this year’s ceremony.

The 48th Annual Grammy Awards were held at the Staples Center in Los Angeles, CA, and the event was broadcast live on CBS. As always, the awards show brought out the stars of the music world, and there were a few surprises on this year’s red carpet.

The award show began with a powerful performance from the band U2, who performed their hit song “Bono” in tribute to the late musician Bono. The performance was accompanied by a powerful video that depicted the band’s journey from the streets of Dublin to the global stage.

The Grammy Awards are known for their unpredictable nature, and this year was no exception. One of the biggest surprises of the night was when Beyoncé won the award for Album of the Year for her album “I Am… Sasha Fierce.” The album was expected to lose to Rihanna, who was nominated for the same award with her album “Good Girl Gone Bad.”

Other highlights of the night included Taylor Swift winning the award for Best Female Pop Vocal Performance for her hit song “You Belong With Me.” Swift’s performance was accompanied by a powerful video that depicted her journey as a young girl in Nashville.

The night also saw some memorable performances from other artists, including Adele, who won the award for Best Pop Vocal Album for her album “19,” and Jay-Z, who performed his hit song “Empire State of Mind” with The Roots.

In addition to the music, the night also featured some memorable fashion moments, including a stunning performance by Beyoncé in a custom Versace gown and a powerful speech by the winner of the award for Best Male Pop Vocal Performance, Taylor Swift.

Overall, the 48th Annual Grammy Awards were a night of surprises and memorable performances. While the awards show is known for its predictability, this year’s ceremony was full of surprises and memorable moments.

You have options

Is everyone asking what your plans are after graduation?

Massachusetts School of Law students ACHEIVE

Get the same edge that MLS graduates enjoy in almost every professional realm. Law, Business, Education, Healthcare, Government, Law Enforcement

A Juris Doctorate degree puts you ahead of the competition

A Juris Doctorate from MLS affords you the freedom of that competitive advantage without the worries that others suffer behind a mountain of debt.

Interested? Come check us out:

Massachusetts School of Law
Wooland Park, 500 Federal Street, Andover, MA 01840
(978) 681-0800
www.MLSlaw.edu
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Judge Patricia Wald '48 Speaks on American WMD Intelligence

By YONATAN R. FREEMAN
Managing Editor

Last Tuesday Judge Patricia Wald, a Connecticut College class of 1948 graduate, delivered a speech to faculty, staff, students, and community members. The topic of her speech was “U.S. Intelligence, Terrorism and Weapons of Mass Destruction: Past Mistakes and Future Reforms.” Judge Wald sat on a ten member independent commission that examined the strength of U.S. intelligence before the United States invaded Iraq, ending Saddam Hussein’s regime.

Judge Wald, who is knowledgeable in international law, sat on the non-partisan Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the United States. Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction, Judge Wald said, “...it came to Iraq to claim what our government and community members thought was a threat of weapons of mass destruction.”

Judge Wald continued, “The presence of WMD was one of the reasons the Bush Administration presented as why Iraq posed danger. The strength of U.S. intelligence before the invasion and community members. The topic largely in response to protests organized by and later handed over for approval by SGA, came to a relatively slow start,” "I would rather see people to the first or second [option].” Milstone said. "Boycotting is a last resort to show it. I don't change anything for the better.”

Considering different ways the bias could change to attract more volunteers, Milstone mentioned the idea of giving students some form of course credits for working on the newspaper. Another proposal he mentioned, which has been brought up before, is to offer small stipends. "It is not a panacea, but it is a small step,” Milstone said.

Milstone further commented, "We do not want to sign a petition requesting that they choose something. This needs to be a whole-college effort."}

Killer Coke Controversy Continues on Campus

By CHRIS BUONCONORTI
Staff Writer

The Student Government Association recently submitted a letter to dishing services requesting that alternatives to Coca-Cola be installed in vending machines across campus, in response to interest discussions concerning Coca-Cola’s alleged role in the “Killer Coke” controversy.

The letter, originally written by Eddie Slade and later handed over for approval by SGA, came largely in response to protests organized by CCLeft, Connecticut College activist group, HFC, House Diversity Coordinator, and Mr. Milstone further remarked. Maybe they may need improvement."

Mr. Milstone further added that the faculty advisor could lend support to strengthen individual writers and also could recommend writers to the newspaper.

The letter was amended by SGA, and passed by a 16-8-4 vote (16 for, 8 against, 4 abstentions). Former members admitted to having been upset with the original wording of the letter, which explicitly admitted a violation against human rights on behalf of the corporation. Such violations are alleged as of yet, due to lack of evidence.

In response to the Connecticut College community’s concern regarding the ongoing controversy, however, SGA reiterated the letter, which would allow students who do not wish to support Coca-Cola to enjoy similar products produced by different companies.

"I took the Pepsi challenge blindfolded when I was young and, quite frankly, I chose Coca-Cola then and still support a loco," stated David Diment, executive editor of the campus daily.”

The students also petitioned the administration for improvedOutOfRangeExceptions regarding the “Killer Coke” controversy.

The only concern was if it would be able to address athletic programs, but no improvement is expected. Ultimately all decisions made by the committee still have to be approved by Francois Hoffmann, Dean of the Faculty.

The college’s main rivals are Middlebury, Oregon State University, and Truman, in addition, house council, House Diversity Coordinator, and Student Advisor are examples of other positions students can take on campus.

This issue of the College Voice dedicated to... Thomas McEvoye, who just turned 22. Awwwwww.

```
Keep sending the Voice your questions, comments, and concerns!

I’ll keep correcting your punctuation and spelling... and I mean print them.
```
Final Semester:
Yoni

CV: Where are you from, and where do you hang out the most in front of a huge group of people.

AG: The Cheesecake Factory in Providence.

CV: What do you think of Conn you want to be remembered for?

AG: The location - you can’t walk off campus and do something.

CV: What is your dream job?

AG: I want sweet potato fries at every meal.

CV: What is your dream professor?

AG: Henry teamy is on EM. Evan Piekara is on finance. Eddie Slade is on financial and Henry teamy is on EM. Evan Piekara is on ASSC.

CV: What do you like to cook?

AG: Mostly hot dogs.

CV: Do you have anything to say to the rest of the senior class?

AG: My senior year.

CV: See you at graduation!

Crime Log:
February 8-14

2/8 04:00 PM Criminal mischief - AC
2/8 12:17 PM Noise complaint - Marshall
2/8 25:21 AM Alcohol incident - Lumber
2/8 12:15 PM Alcohol incident - Cro
2/8 11:49 PM Alcohol incident - Cro
2/8 05:31 PM Medical emergency - Hamlin St.
2/8 05:31 PM Medical emergency - Village Phone
2/8 05:31 PM Medical emergency - Carrington Park
2/8 05:31 PM Medical emergency - Morris Park
2/8 05:31 PM Emergency電話 - Main St.
2/8 05:31 PM Medical emergency - Mullin
2/8 05:31 PM Medical emergency - Cro Blvd.
2/8 11:17 PM False alarm - Hamilton
2/8 06:14 AM Medical emergency - Brandford
2/8 06:45 AM Medical emergency - North Main St.
2/8 02:40 AM Motor vehicle accident - West of MORBROC
2/8 02:33 AM Motor vehicle accident - South lot
2/8 00:40 AM Motor vehicle accident - Larrabee
2/8 00:40 AM Motor vehicle accident - Harkness
2/8 00:40 AM Medical emergency - Harwood Ave.
2/8 00:40 AM Drug incident - Burdick

WANT THE VOICE TO EXIST NEXT YEAR?

The voice is losing a number of editors after this year. Without replacements, the college may lose its one and only student-run newspaper.

JOIN THE VOICE TEAM NOW TO GAIN EXPERIENCE -- MANY EDITORIAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR 2006-2007!

SQA Minutes: February 9, 2006

I. Christian Clansky asked when we decided to ban smoking. He wants to clarify what he said in the proposal. He doesn’t think there is sufficient evidence. We need a solid case against coke before we can say we want the coke ban.

II. Erin Riley said we were not to renew this exclusive contract we could have some coke machines and some non-coke machines.

III. Danielle Coleman said if you are here for athletics you don’t have to pay. He knows that there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people. What we should do is what we do in the residence halls. Have the coke ban. The con is that we are undecided so if we give students the choice we might not do anything.

IV. New Business

i. Mike Materasso seconds Evan Piekara. A lot of people want other options. We should look at that.

v. Chase Hoffberger wants to let everyone know that we have already been over that and there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people. He knows that there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people.

vi. Mike Materasso said we have already been over that. People think there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people.

vii. Daniel Meltzer has a happy middle ground. We could say that we request a cut or a non renewal of an exclusive contract.

viii. Mike Materasso said that and there are rules about safety. He knows that on weekends a lot of campus go to those businesses.

ix. Dan Baumgartner has been making with this proposal. He wants to look into the coke ban and if it is feasible to have non cola beverages.

x. Evan Piekara would like to see more funding for the vending machines.

xi. Caitlyn Turgeon asked about Recyclemania. She said that the recycling coordinator is at this school. He knows on weekends a lot of campus go to those businesses.

xii. Caitlyn Turgeon asked about Recyclemania. She said that the recycling coordinator is at this school.

xiii. Eddie Slade got some responses from some seniors but not all. The power plant would like to hear about how they can profit. Let him know through email. Send him an email even if things are ok. You don’t have to pay. He knows that the savings you would make would say that we impact a cut or a non renewal of the exclusive contract.

xiv. Evan Piekara asked if we were not to renew this exclusive contract we could have some coke machines and some non-coke machines.

xv. Danielle Coleman said in long as we don’t get an exclusive contract that we can do what we want.

xvi. Mike Materasso wants to know about follow up with them as our vending machines exclusively. Could we give them as our vending machines exclusively.

xvii. Daniel Meltzer has a happy middle ground. He does not think there is sufficient evidence. We need a solid case against coke before we can say we want the coke ban.

xviii. Chase Hoffberger wants to let everyone know that we have already been over that and there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people.

xix. Mike Materasso said we have already been over that. People think there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people.

xx. Evan Piekara would like to see more funding for the vending machines.

xxi. Caitlyn Turgeon asked about Recyclemania. He knows on weekends a lot of campus go to those businesses.

xxii. Eddie Slade got some responses from some seniors but not all. The power plant would like to hear about how they can profit. Let him know through email. Send him an email even if things are ok. You don’t have to pay. He knows that the savings you would make would say that we impact a cut or a non renewal of the exclusive contract.

xxiii. Evan Piekara asked if we were not to renew this exclusive contract we could have some coke machines and some non-coke machines.

xxiv. Danielle Coleman said in long as we don’t get an exclusive contract that we can do what we want.

xxv. Mike Materasso wants to know about follow up with them as our vending machines exclusively. Could we give them as our vending machines exclusively.

xxvi. Daniel Meltzer has a happy middle ground. He does not think there is sufficient evidence. We need a solid case against coke before we can say we want the coke ban.

xxvii. Chase Hoffberger wants to let everyone know that we have already been over that and there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people.

xxviii. Mike Materasso said we have already been over that. People think there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people.

xxix. Evan Piekara would like to see more funding for the vending machines.

xxx. Caitlyn Turgeon asked about Recyclemania. He knows on weekends a lot of campus go to those businesses.

xxxI. Eddie Slade got some responses from some seniors but not all. The power plant would like to hear about how they can profit. Let him know through email. Send him an email even if things are ok. You don’t have to pay. He knows that the savings you would make would say that we impact a cut or a non renewal of the exclusive contract.

xxxii. Evan Piekara asked if we were not to renew this exclusive contract we could have some coke machines and some non-coke machines.

xxxiii. Danielle Coleman said in long as we don’t get an exclusive contract that we can do what we want.

xxxiv. Mike Materasso wants to know about follow up with them as our vending machines exclusively. Could we give them as our vending machines exclusively.

xxxv. Daniel Meltzer has a happy middle ground. He does not think there is sufficient evidence. We need a solid case against coke before we can say we want the coke ban.

xxxvi. Chase Hoffberger wants to let everyone know that we have already been over that and there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people.

xxxvii. Mike Materasso said we have already been over that. People think there is no cola beverage that is going to upset a lot of people.

xxxviii. Evan Piekara would like to see more funding for the vending machines.

xxxix. Caitlyn Turgeon asked about Recyclemania. He knows on weekends a lot of campus go to those businesses.

x. Eddie Slade got some responses from some seniors but not all. The power plant would like to hear about how they can profit. Let him know through email. Send him an email even if things are ok. You don’t have to pay. He knows that the savings you would make would say that we impact a cut or a non renewal of the exclusive contract.
Snake Makes Friends With Its Food

A rat snake and a dwarf hamster have struck up a strange friendship, living side by side at a zoo near Tokyo.

Aochan the snake was offered the rodent to munch on after it turned its nose up at its usual diet of frozen mice. But instead of killing the hamster the snake made friends with it and the two have lived happily together in the same cage since October last year.

The hamster has been named Gohan, which means 'meal' in Japanese. Aochan has gone back to eating frozen mice.

Gohan appears to be so happy in the presence of his new buddy that keepers say he is regularly seen to fall asleep on top of the reptile.

"I don't think there's any danger. Aochan seems to enjoy Gohan's company very much," zookeeper Kazuya Yamamoto told the Associated Press news agency.

Unusual partnerships

It's not the first time predators have befriended animals they might usually view as a potential meal.

In 2002, a lioness at Samburu National Park adopted a number of baby antelopes.
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Basketball Clinches NESCAC

By PETER STERLING

Climping off of a decisive win
against Bowdoin College earlier
in the month, the women's
basketball team was in place to
earn a berth in the upcoming
NESCAC Tournament. They achieved this
first Saturday by dismantling Wesleyan
University at home in front of an
enthusiastic crowd. Conn was already
beating a strong Bates squad. The
Camels might have lost that very
fight, but theiso firms into an
unbreakable 6-0 lead. 

Camels Edge Panthers At Trinity
By BRAD GOWIN
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Sammy Sosa:
Career Over

Baseball has been berry, berry
good to me. Those were ... @ Trinity vs M' •
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Even with only two weeks left to go as a Cub, Sammy's future looks uncertain. While he entered this past weekend's competition eager to earn that final
point to clinch a playoff berth, standing in their way were the Panthers of Middlebury and Williams.

Con's first opportunity at gain-
ing that all important final point
came against the second ranked
wan in the nation Middlebury. The
Panthers shocked the world by
scoring a 2-0 shut out. The
terrible<br>

AFL-T

Paul Carter
Viewpoint

After watching the Panthers score for the remainder of the first period, Middlebury struck again six minutes into the second period. Howie<br>Naakamoa went coast to coast as she scored on an amazing slap shot from just outside the blue line, extending the Middlebury lead to 2-0. The<br>Camels were never able to get a goal back but at the same time, the defense held strong and<br>topped off victory in defenseman Laura<br>Grossman's <br>After watching the Panthers score for the remainder of the first period, Middlebury struck again six minutes into the second period. Howie Naakamoa went coast to coast as she scored on an amazing slap shot from just outside the blue line, extending the Middlebury lead to 2-0. The Camels were never able to get a goal back but at the same time, the defense held strong and topped off victory in defenseman Laura Grossman's decision to walk away isn't as inno-
tively the second period) are prime
spots for most of the game as they<br>the NESCAC standings in years to<br>come. The Conn men's ice hockey program dominated the
season just goes on hold so some of
summer training will take place, but<br>the NESCAC is unable to hold official championship
competition until the official NESCAC sports season, which expires in March. That means that the majority of the NESCAC's athletes will be training during the winter Olympics, and thus, the NESCAC will not be able to hold its official championship games until the end of the season in March.

The Conn men's ice hockey program dominated the season just goes on hold so some of summer training will take place, but the NESCAC is unable to hold official championship competition until the official NESCAC sports season, which expires in March. That means that the majority of the NESCAC's athletes will be training during the winter Olympics, and thus, the NESCAC will not be able to hold its official championship games until the end of the season in March.

The Conn men's ice hockey program dominated the season just goes on hold so some of summer training will take place, but the NESCAC is unable to hold official championship competition until the official NESCAC sports season, which expires in March. That means that the majority of the NESCAC's athletes will be training during the winter Olympics, and thus, the NESCAC will not be able to hold its official championship games until the end of the season in March.